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Plaintiff, Cristina Balan, files this Complaint for Defamation against
Defendant Tesla Motors Inc., as presented here.

I INTRODUCTION

1. Plaintiff, Cristina Balan, is a well-respected, business person,

specializing in design and engineering, based in Mukiteo, WA.Tesla is a

corporation based in Palo Alto California, known worldwide for two general

| product types, Electrical Vehicles and clean energy products.

2. Mrs. Balan is most recognized for her critical work on Tesla's
| vehicles, as memorialized by her engraved name on Tesla vehicle battery modules,

where her work was heavily focused for during her work at Tesla from 2010 to

2014. In fact, Tesla stated recently is still uses methodologies Ms. Balan created to

date. Ms Balan invested many years in her education, professional experience,

relationships, and reputation. Tesla willfully, and repeatedly, took steps to publicly

defame Ms. Balan, and specifically, devalue these lifetime investments.
3. On September 8*, 2017, the Huffington Post published an article

jabout Mrs. Balan’s career, also referencing her relationship with Defendant. This

article appeared to describe Mrs. Balan and her circumstance in a positive light,
She holds that the original statements weretrue,

4. On September 11", 2017, Defendant published multiple false and

defamatory statements on the Huffington Post, settling the score with the Plaintiff,

after the article questioned to Tesla’s CEO commitments and rules. Defendant
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stated clearly, in a forumintended for worldwide andinstant distribution, that Ms.

Balan’s acts were ‘clearly criminal’. |

5. Some ofthe acts Balan was accused of included theft ofcompany

money and resources,for a project that value more than $10,000. Mrs. Balan was )
accused ofusing the company’s resources, without management approval.

Defendant then claimed this was an attempt to complete a personal project Balan

developed on her own.

6. Ms. Balan maintained an adversarial legal relationship with Tesla for

| the past 4 years, beginning in an arbitration over a former employmentrelationship

that ended in 2014. While engagedin this adversarial legal relationship, the

Defendant published multiple false and defamatory statements about Mrs. Balan,

in an unlawful and malicious fashion. |
7. Plaintiff and Arbitrator Warner are in this case, and have been ofthe

same mind, that Ms. Balan’s behaviors were not clearly criminal, andthat none of

these felonious activities ever took place, including the trip to New York.

8. Defendant was unable to produce any records or credit card charges,

plane tickets, meals, cars, ofthe claims they made, and that Tesla had accused her

oftravelling to New York in Nov 2013,a place thatto this day, Mrs. Balanhas

never been. Regardless, Defendant did not take any action to resolve the matter,

9. Balan has attempted diligently to convince Defendant to removethe
false and defamatory statements from the internet. Plaintiff’s formerattorney
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requested the removal during the arbitration. Tesla refused. In September 208,
2018, Plaintiffcommunicated a demand to removethe false statements. Tesla

contacted Balanon October 2018, claiming to confer in good faith. These

conversations did not lead to resolution, and the false claims remained.

10. It was notuntil a friend ofMs. Balan’ssenta letter directly to

|| Huffington Post, that Huffington Post’s counsel, got involved. This comment from

Tesla, accusing Balan ofclearly felonious behavior, remained on the internet until

approximately December 20%, 2018, approximately 15 months. To date, Teslahas

taken no action to mitigate the damages caused by these acts. Huffington Post~

showed a sign ofgood faith, by removing the note almost immediately after

|| receiving notice ofArbitrator Warner’s conclusions, but they also removed the

entire article without any redaction.

‘11. Plaintiffbrings this action to enjoin Defendant, Tesla, from further

damaging Ms. Balan. Tesla acted in malice, abusing both their public influence,

| and the relationship with Balan asalitigant. Tesla should be enjoined from

communicating false and defamatory statements about Ms. Balan. |

Tesla has exhibited a willingness to destroy and or conceal evidence as

referenced herein through exhibits illustrating behavior during arbitration. Tesla

should be enjoined from destroying any evidence relevant to Ms. Balan’s claims

and enjoined from failing to preserve the same.
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ll. THE PARTIES TO THIS COMPLAINT

A. Plaintiff:

12. Plaintiff, Cristina Balan, "Balan", "Plaintiff", "Mrs. Balan", is a well-

respected, business person, specializing in engineering, with a degree from

University of “Transylvania”, Ms. Balan is most recognized for her critical work

on Tesla's vehicle batteries, resulting in Tesla Awarding her by engraving her name

| into the battery modules. Her methodologies are still used in Tesla.

13. Ms Balan is also a public speaker, because ofher career achievements |

in automotive industry she was even invited to host a TEDx Talk in automotive;

she had multiple tv shows and was part ofdozens ofarticles internationally.

| Including how to be a woman in automotive; Plaintiffcurrently owns and operates

a Design House business called Tesseract Motors LLC in Washington state.

B. The Defendant

14. Defendant, Tesla Inc., "Tesla", is a corporation from 3500 Dear Creek

Rd, Palo Alto California that produces electrical vehicles and solar panel

systems. Its reported missionis to accelerate the world's transition to clean and

sustainable energy

15. Defendantis led by CEO Elon Musk. As of2018, Musk was

reported to have a net worth of $20.2 Billion andis listed by Forbes as the 46th-
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